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To make use of my developed skills as a team player with a company while 
learning new skills to expand my knowledge. Possesses Knowledge of: General PC 
hardware, operating systems and team/department applications . Key input, 
output, and processing components. To carry out the following responsibilities: 
Turns computers on and off and executes system startup and shutdown 
procedures. Locates available help, tutorial manuals, and facilities. Identifies key 
input, output, and processing components of personal computer systems.&nbsp;

APRIL 1999 – JUNE 2003
WALMART ASSOCIATE - ABC CORPORATION

 Built encaps to lower prices for customers.
 Retrieved carts on a timely basis making sure customers had a cart to shop by.
 Had very good sales daily because of my positive attitude.
 Had constant customer praise about my positive attitude and was always on 

time.
 Used Customer service/ Sales.
 Learned more on the register.
 Gained more muscle in and around my body.

1997 – 1999
WALMART ASSOCIATE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Stock produce and goods learn how to read upc codes and stock neatly and 
properly and be a team player.

 Worked there so keep afloat while I lived in New Mexico, I decided to move back
to Colorado which is why I had to resign.

 cashier/ deli/seafood/ maintenance/ stocker.
 Maintain cleanliness of parking area Collect carts at a fast pace Maintain safety 

rules of the company.
 Cashier Electronics Mens department Accomplishments Perfect attendance 

Skills Used Customer Service.
 Am a sales associate in sporting goods, auto center, and hardware, but i work 

outside of my departments as well, I work in the toy section, garden .
 Adapt quickly to a fast paced working area.

EDUCATION

GED
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SKILLS

Very Skilled With The Cash Register And Customer Service. I Absolutely Love Working 
With The Public.
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